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Patterns of Wound Care Administering and
Repositioning Use in Nursing Homes (NHs) 

BACKGROUND

The analyses were conducted based on the SHELTER data
collected with the InterRAI instrument for Long-Term Care
Facilities, which included 4035 residents in 59 NHs in 8
countries. Descriptive statistics, cross tables and decision
trees were used for the analysis conducted in IBM SPSS
statistics version 28. Depressive symptoms were measured
with Depression Rating Scale (DRS), functional status with
Activity Daily Living Scale (ADL), cognitive functions with
Cognitive Performance Scale (CPS), frailty and health
instablity with Changes in Health, End-Stage Disease,
Signs and Symptoms Scale (CHESS) and weight with body
mass index (BMI). 
The study is supported by the I-CARE4OLD project
(HORIZON2020 – GA965341).

Despite existing recommendations, pressure injures (PI) still remain an
important issue affecting quality of life and care. European studies show
that prevalence of PI varies widely and it hestitates from 6,4% to 31,4%
in NHs. Moreover, PI are a major financial burden for these facilities and
the treatment’s costs rise with the higher category of PI (from 1,71€ to
470.49€/day). Many of NH residents need wound care and preventive
measures like repositioning in bed which should be provided to every
individual at risk. Regardless of the use of devices like foam mattresses
or air-fluidized beds, patients should be repositioned at least every two
hours.

AIM

To examine the provision of wound care (WC), repositioning in bed (RB)
and factors associated with receiving these therapies by NH residents in
7 European countries and Israel.

METHODS

CONCLUSIONS

The analyses showed that patients with specific symptoms more frequently received WC/RB. Despite precise recommendations,
decisions made by clinicians when referring to WC and RB are not optimal because they do not take into account many residents
being at risk of PI and in need of these therapies.

In SHELTER RB was provided to 23.6% of residents and
WC to 11.0%. Only 4,9% received both therapies. Their
use varies significantly between countries  (Fig.1).

Fig.1 Prevalence of providing wound care and repositioning in bed to NH residents (SHELETR study).

Tab. 1 Characteristics of NHs residents (SHELTER study)

In SHELTER, WC was most commonly received by patients with PI and weight loss – node 6. Among residents without PI, WC was
provided to: individuals who suffered from other skin ulcers, e.g. venous or arterial ulcer, diabetic foot – node 4, patients with major
skin problems, e.g. lesions, 2nd- 3rd degree burns, surgical wounds – node 10, persons with skin tears or cuts – node 8. RB was the
most widely used among individuals with high/very high risk of PI and having PI – node 7. Over half of the residents with high Frailty
Index and moderate to high risk of PI received RB – node 11 (Tab. 2).

Tab. 2 Results of decision tree for administering WC abd RB to NH residents
(SHELTER study)
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